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While companies face a number of new challenges,
Guillemin Flichy’s Litigation team offers a
recognized expertise tailored to the business needs
of its clients.
Created in 2011, our firm assists French and foreign
companies and institutions in their four vital
functions: Investment, Innovation, Probity and
Litigation.
Composed of about twenty professionals, including
15 experienced lawyers with international training,
our team has the ability to mobilize around your
legal and strategic issues in complex and/or crossborder cases within a short time.
In the age of open source and digital, the challenge
is no longer to provide the know-how but to provide
an expertise of the situation.
Welcome to Guillemin Flichy.

Created in 2011

More than 20
professionals

4 operational teams

More than 50% of foreign clients

Litigation department

The lawyers of the Litigation department defend
French and international listed or unlisted
companies, as well as their corporate officers
and executives, on both civil and criminal
business law issues.
Both our experience and our cross-functional
training enable us to understand the legal and
strategic issues involved in complex and/or
cross-border cases with high financial stakes.
Our team is also experienced in alternative
dispute resolution methods, including mediation
and arbitration. We can thus assist you during
these procedures, when they are implemented,
and help you obtain an amicable solution, when
possible.
We are able to defend your interests before all
French courts and arbitral tribunals.

Our method

CLIENT'S KNOWLEDGE
An agile team, concerned about knowing your ecosystem
and adapting to your operations.

AN INTUITU PERSONAE APPROACH
Our requirement is to build with you a strategy that meets
your reality and values.

A TAILOR-MADE SERVICE
Our approach is to distinguish ourselves from preestablished models and templates in order to work
together to create a solution corresponding to your needs
while respecting deadlines and controlled fees.

OUR PRIORITY : YOUR BUSINESS
We defend your interests while you stay focus on the
essential: the development of your business.

OUR
EXPERTISE

Business law disputes

Because the law must remain a tool in the service of your
cause,

We assist you to develop streategies for resolving your
business law disputes, mainly in the following areas:

Shareholders and governance litigation;
Contract law litigation;
Civil law litigation in assets recovery and succession;
Industrial hazard;
White-collar crime;
Employment law.

Shareholders and Governance
litigation
Our team advice the firm’s clients on the following issues:

Disputes arising from the transfer of a company (seller’s
warranties, earn-out);
Disputes over the dismissal of corporate officers;
Disputes between business partners / shareholders
(execution and termination of partners / shareholders’
agreements, exclusion of a partner…).

Track Record
Defense of a group of co-operative farmers in various legal proceedings against their
agricultural cooperative (turnover of €1.2 billion).
In 2019, defense of the French subsidiary of a group of companies incorporated in the US
(turnover of more than €50 million), in the seller’s guarantee action brought against it.
In 2019, defense of a company dedicated to radio identification – RFID - (turnover of €14 million)
and its provisional administrator in various proceedings between its shareholders for the
takeover of the company.
In 2019, defense of a start-up that created one of the first cyber-surveillance robots as part of
the action launched by its former president in order to contest its dismissal.
In 2019, advising of a cosmetics start-up company in order to avoid upcoming disputes between
the founding partners.

Contract law litigation

We advise you in pre-litigation or litigation claims related to:

Breakdown in the negotiating process;
Termination of contracts;
Disputes relating to the performance of commercial
contracts (commercial agent, services, supply of
equipment, subcontracting contracts, etc.).

Track Record
In 2019, advising of an Italian industrial group of forged steel parts through the termination of a
commercial agent contract raising complex questions of jurisdiction between French and
Italian courts.
In 2018 – 2019, leading of contractual negotiations on the behalf of a software company (turnover
of €100M) to conclude a contract for more than €2.5 million with one of the most important
company in the concrete sector.
In 2019, defense of a company with a claim of more than €3 million against a group of
companies in receivership.
Defense of an organic cosmetics company (turnover of €17 million) on the termination of an
exclusive distribution contract in the Middle East.

Civil law litigation in assets
recovery and successions

We set up national and cross-border legal strategies to
recover intangible assets (e.g. shares, stocks) as well as
tangible assets (e.g. works of art), in particular in the
context of successions.
We also represent you, in claim or defense, in enforcement
proceedings.

Track Record
In 2018 – 2019, defense of a private equity firm subject to a seizure of its bank accounts for an
amount of €5.2 million;
In 2018 – 2019, recovery of assets (shares and works of art) for a total amount of more than €1
million, in the context of an international succession;
In 2018, dispute over the measures taken to protect a vulnerable person with assets of several
million euros in order to avoid any risk of misappropriation;
In 2017, legal counsel to an “indivision” (undivided joint venture) on the transfer to it of a shares
purchase agreement in a furniture company (turnover of €40 million).

Industrial Hazard
We advise and represent industrial companies through
complex and serial liability litigation.
We advise and accompany our clients both in the
pre-litigation and litigation phases of procedures,
including legal expertise.
Whenever appropriate, we negotiate the best amicable
solution, hand in hand with our clients.

Track Record
Defense of a company specialized in custom-made kitchens (turnover of €16.5 million) against
its subcontractor (turnover of €220 million) in the context of a public contract, following
technical failures regarding fire safety mainly;

Defense of a company specialized in the resale of electronic components (turnover of €6.5
million) defendant in a claim for defective products about more than 2 million radio modules;
Counsel of a suspected transport equipment company prosecuted for applying a paint
containing harmful substances.

White-collar crime

Our team of lawyers experienced in criminal law has an
acute knowledge of white-collar crime and will assist you:

At all stages of the proceedings (preliminary
investigation, judicial information, referral to the
criminal court);
During the negotiation and approval of agreements with
the Public Prosecutor's Office (appearance on a plea of
guilty "CRPC" or judicial agreements in the public
interest "CJIP").

Track Record
In 2018, defense of an individual prosecuted for fraudulent insolvency.
Launching of a civil action on the behalf of the French subsidiary of an international telecoms
company (turnover of more than €1 billion) within criminal proceedings against one of its
employees prosecuted for numerous offences (forgery, use of forged documents, corruption,
concealment);

Defense of corporate officers and executives prosecuted for white-collar crime (e.g. misuse of
company assets, obstruction, unlawful acquisition of an interest).

Employment law
Our firm has a strong expertise in employment law, in
particular in litigation. We will assist you in all individual
and collective disputes launched by or triggered against
the company or its corporate officers:
Before any dispute in order to develop a legal
strategy that meets your requirements;
During the proceedings before all courts (labor
tribunal, courts of appeal, administrative and
criminal courts).

The litigation team is known for its practice in employment
law disputes involving sensitive situations (moral/sexual
harassment, discrimination).

Track Record
In 2019, defense of a company belonging to one of the biggest group in the energy sector
(turnover of €700 million) in a dispute triggered by several employees on their salaries;
In 2017 – 2018, defense of a surgical equipment company (turnover of €2 million) in the context of
a discrimination claim;
In 2018, defense of an engineering consulting firm (turnover of €4 million) in the context of a
moral harassment claim;
In 2018 – 2019, counsel of a company (turnover of €200 million) suspected of having caused to
another company the cease of its activity and of having deprived dismissed employees of their
rights to compensation under the “PSE”;
Defense of a company affiliated with a major hotels group (turnover of more than €100 million)
in the context of sexual harassment.

Why is our firm unique ?

Guillemin Flichy’s litigation team provides a strong expertise and a proven knowledge of
business law to a leading institutional clientele.

Each year, the best-known rankings (Legal500, Décideurs, etc.)
rank us among the best law firms, for most of our fields of
expertise.

So far, nothing new.

But considering its size and history, Guillemin Flichy has no
equivalent on the French legal market. Agile as a law boutique,
versatile as a global corporate law firm, Guillemin Flichy's
positioning is unique.

Far from firms organized into distinct departments providing
segmented expertise, Guillemin Flichy's lawyers are recognized for
their skills to handle cross-functional matters requesting a
strategic vision, as well as an in-depth knowledge of corporate
bodies, and a mastering of legal proceedings.

Thanks to the diverse experiences of its lawyers at the crossroads
of various legal fields, our team is able to advice and litigate in a
variety of situations (conflicts between shareholders or corporate
officers, business acquisition, financial documentation review,
internal investigation relating to corruption, advise on the
preparation of a take-over bid before the commercial court,
creation of a foundation, seizure for counterfeiting, customs
offences,…) and often atypical.

Our goal: to make our clients forget that we are external counsels.
Our way of doing it: to provide you a tailor-made legal strategy.

